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Stated Objectives:
TEK # and SE

Which subject-specific TEKS are going to be addressed in the 1st lesson unit?

1F Identify major causes and describe the major effects of the following important turning
points in world history from 1914 to the present: the world wars and their impact on political,
economic, and social systems; communist revolutions and their impact on the Cold War;
independence movements; and globalization.

10  History. The student understands the causes and impact of World War I. The student is
expected to:
(A)  identify the importance of imperialism, nationalism, militarism, and the alliance system in
causing World War I;
(B)  identify major characteristics of World War I, including total war, trench warfare, modern
military technology, and high casualty rates;
(C)  explain the political impact of Woodrow Wilson's Fourteen Points and the political and
economic impact of the Treaty of Versailles, including changes in boundaries and the mandate
system; and
(D)  identify the causes of the February (March) and October revolutions of 1917 in Russia,
their effects on the outcome of World War I, and the Bolshevik establishment of the Union of
Soviet Socialist Republics

11 History: The student understands the causes and impact of the global economic
depression immediately following World War I.

11A Summarize the international, political, and economic causes of the global depression.

11B Explain the responses of governments in the United States, Germany, and the Soviet
Union to the global depression.

Which subject-specific TEKS are going to be addressed in the 2nd lesson unit?

1F Identify major causes and describe the major effects of the following important turning
points in world history from 1914 to the present: the world wars and their impact on political,
economic, and social systems; communist revolutions and their impact on the Cold War;
independence movements; and globalization.

12  History: The student understands the causes and impact of World War II. The student is
expected to:
(A)  describe the emergence and characteristics of totalitarianism;
(B)  explain the roles of various world leaders, including Benito Mussolini, Adolf Hitler, Hideki
Tojo, Joseph Stalin, Franklin D. Roosevelt, and Winston Churchill, prior to and during World
War II; and
(C)  explain the major causes and events of World War II, including the German invasions of
Poland and the Soviet Union, the Holocaust, Japanese imperialism, the attack on Pearl
Harbor, the Normandy landings, and the dropping of the atomic bombs

28C explain the effects of major new military technologies on World War I, World War II, and
the Cold War;



Which Subject-specific TEKS are going to be addressed in the 3rd Lesson Unit?

1F Identify major causes and describe the major effects of the following important turning
points in world history from 1914 to the present: the world wars and their impact on political,
economic, and social systems; communist revolutions and their impact on the Cold War;
independence movements; and globalization.

13 History. The student understands the impact of major events associated with the Cold War
and independence movements. The student is expected to:
(A)  summarize how the outcome of World War II contributed to the development of the Cold
War;
(B)  summarize the factors that contributed to communism in China, including Mao Zedong's
role in its rise, and how it differed from Soviet communism;
(C)  identify the following major events of the Cold War, including the Korean War, the Vietnam
War, and the arms race;
(D)  explain the roles of modern world leaders, including Ronald Reagan, Mikhail Gorbachev,
Lech Walesa, and Pope John Paul II, in the collapse of communism in Eastern Europe and
the Soviet Union;
(E)  summarize the rise of independence movements in Africa, the Middle East, and South
Asia and reasons for ongoing conflicts; and
(F)  explain how Arab rejection of the State of Israel has led to ongoing conflict.

14  History. The student understands the development of radical Islamic fundamentalism and
the subsequent use of terrorism by some of its adherents. The student is expected to:
(A)  summarize the development and impact of radical Islamic fundamentalism on events in
the second half of the 20th century, including Palestinian terrorism and the growth of al
Qaeda; and
(B)  explain the U.S. response to terrorism from September 11, 2001, to the present.

17C History: Summarize the economic and social impact of 20th century globalization

22F  Assess the degree to which American ideals have advanced human rights and
democratic ideas throughout the world.

See Instructional Focus Document (IFD) for TEK Specificity

Key
Understandings

Major causes of the economic downturn after WWI and global government’s
responses to it.  Also, causes for the rise of fascism and the events that lead to WWII.

Key people and world leaders during this era and the similarities and differences

Misconceptions - The Great Depression was solely caused by the stock market crash of 1929.

- WWI & WWI had similar causes and outcomes.

- Global culture and values changed very little during this era.

Key Vocabulary Consumerism, Margin, Credit, Bank Reserve, New Deal, Communism, Socialism, Marxism,
Leninism, Bolshevik, Red Scare, Isolationism, Holocaust, Genocide, Final Solution,
Concentration Camps, Command Economy, monopoly, supply and demand

Suggested Day
5E Model

Instructional Procedures
(Engage, Explore, Explain, Extend/Elaborate, Evaluate)

Materials, Resources,
Notes



Day 20- Engage Objective of the Day: Student will understand the causes and
effects of the Cold War.

First- Up: Independent Reading  Activity(25 mins)
- Students will read pages 825 – 830 in text book on the

Cold War after WWII.
- Students will create a word puzzle for questions 1 & 2.
- Students will complete flow chart (question 3) in any

manner they wish (i.e. clouds, vertical boxes, etc.)
- Complete Questions 4 and 5.

Class Notes & Discussion: Cold War (20 Mins)
- Students will complete note activity on slides 1-4 (The

Cold War).
- Students will highlight key moments and events (Berlin

Airlift, Cuban Missile Crisis, NATO and Warsaw Pact
formations).

Closing Task: Individual Note Extension (10 minutes)
- Students will watch video clip (first 5 minutes) and

complete question on slide 5 as closing task (Note
Extension).

● PPT Notes

Day 21
–Explore/extend

Objective of the Day: Students will understand the factors that
led to the creation of a Jewish state after WWII and the regional
problems that followed in the Middle East.

First- Up: Reading Assignment, Arab-Israeli Conflict (15
mins)

- Students will read and understand the major causes for
the conflict in the Middle East between Palestine and
Israel.

- Students will complete accompanying Questions about
the conflicts origins, major historical events, and the
similarities and differences in the conflict over the years.

Class Notes & Discussion: Israeli-Palestinian Conflict (25
mins)

- Students will complete notes and discussion
summarizing the events in the Israeli-Palestinian
Conflict.

- The slides to cover are 7 & 8.
- Students will also complete a short 10 minute video

covering the conflict by offering primary accounts from
both the Israeli and Palestinian perspectives.

Brainstorm Idea- Ending the Conflict (40 mins)
- In partnered groups students will compare both points of

view (Israeli/Palestinian) and come up with a proposal/
plan that could bring peace to the region and be
acceptable to Israel and Palestine.

- The groups will present their ideas about their group’s
proposals in the conflict to create peace in the region in
tomorrow’s class.

Closing Task: Barriers to Peace: (5 mins)
- Students will Independently review what they learned

and complete a list with explanation of what they believe
might be 2 major barriers to a peace in the region from
both sides.

● PPT Arab-Israeli
Conflict

● First-Up:
Arab-Israeli Conflict
handout (IN Drive)

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/10Vp0sdAeDKITEzfwlGZM2nKx6epfBxrtvJm9_OOqXqM/edit#slide=id.p
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/0B4ZRz1imbTKNcUd1UkRrUXRKTDg/edit?resourcekey=0-Qgk6DIprsALovyQ7Wj_wMQ#slide=id.p1
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/0B4ZRz1imbTKNcUd1UkRrUXRKTDg/edit?resourcekey=0-Qgk6DIprsALovyQ7Wj_wMQ#slide=id.p1
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1gy0fYQniz4mSYYKEb_rCjY9IW7ulJupUDD-in5Jb9-A/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1gy0fYQniz4mSYYKEb_rCjY9IW7ulJupUDD-in5Jb9-A/edit


Days 22
Extend/Elaborate

Objective of the Day: Students will understand the events that
lead to decolonization in India and its Independence form Great
Britain.

First-Up: India Independence and Gandhi (20 mins)
- Students will complete assignment independently to get

a basic understanding of Gandhi’s role in India’s
Independence.

- Assignment located on Drive under “Decolonization.”

Class Notes and Discussion: Indian Independence PPT(30
mins)

- Students will review with teacher slides 9-11 of the “Cold
War and Decolonization” PPT.

- Students will understand the major events and struggle
in India’s Independence Movement.

Closing Task:  20 Words (5 mins)
- Summarize the life and Indian Independence work of

Gandhi in 20 words.

● Handout: India’s
Independence and
Gandhi

● PPT Notes Indian
Independence
(slides 9-11)

Day 23
Elaborate

Objective of the Day: Students will understand the major
events that led the Independence movements throughout Africa.

First-Up: Decolonization of Africa Partnered Map & Prose
Activity (45 mins)

- Students will work in partnered groups to complete the
Layered Activity.

- Students will begin reading and matching activity to
understand the reasons for decolonization.

- Students will also need to complete the Map activity
illustrating the patterns in which decolonization and
independence took place.

- Students will understand that Independence for the
nations of Africa included violent and nonviolent
government changes.

*Moving Ahead on Notes (Alternate) (10 mins)
- If students complete Assignment early, Begin PPT slides

on African decolonization (Slides 12- 13)

Closing Task: Legacy of Colonization (5 mins)
- Students will explain in an exit card 3 problems in Africa

today that may have resulted from Colonization.

● Worksheet in Drive

Day 24
Extend/Elaborate

Objective of the Day: Students will understand the political and
social changes in East Asia after WWII and the conflicts that
followed.

First- Up: Independent Reading Activity- 34 Colonies
Become New Nations (15 mins)

- Students will complete Chapters in Brief handout on
global Decolonization.

Class Notes & Discussion: PPT Decolonization and Cold
War (30 mins)

- Students Will begin PPT notes to conclusion (Slides
12-17)

● Chapters in Brief
34: (in Drive)

● PPT decolonization

https://docs.google.com/document/d/0B4ZRz1imbTKNQ2tyaEJhTGhHblk/edit?resourcekey=0-s_Ny9WZv6sERuar_ZSFWSw
https://docs.google.com/document/d/0B4ZRz1imbTKNQ2tyaEJhTGhHblk/edit?resourcekey=0-s_Ny9WZv6sERuar_ZSFWSw
https://docs.google.com/document/d/0B4ZRz1imbTKNQ2tyaEJhTGhHblk/edit?resourcekey=0-s_Ny9WZv6sERuar_ZSFWSw
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0B4ZRz1imbTKNSTdjYXJnekJ0MTQ?resourcekey=0-bUz0ExyrX_oV6z0g7ekZWg
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0B4ZRz1imbTKNSTdjYXJnekJ0MTQ?resourcekey=0-bUz0ExyrX_oV6z0g7ekZWg
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/0B4ZRz1imbTKNcUd1UkRrUXRKTDg/edit?resourcekey=0-Qgk6DIprsALovyQ7Wj_wMQ#slide=id.p1


- Students will discuss the rise of communism in China
and Wars in Korea and Vietnam.

- Students will also discuss the lowered tension in the
cold war and the fall of communist Russia.

Closing Task: Decolonization Venn Diagram (5 mins)
- Students will create a Venn diagram comparing and

contrasting 2 independence movements in Africa and
Asia.

Day 25 Objective of the Day: Students will understand the events that
led to the fall of the Iron Curtain and the end of the Cold War.

First- Up: Struggle for Democracy :Chapters in Brief 34(15
mins)

- Students will read worksheet detailing the events of the
fall of the Soviet Union and Cold War.

Class Notes and Discussion: End of Cold War (15 mins)
- Students will understand the SALT talks and other

important events and policies that lead to the end of the
Cold war between the US and USSR. (Slides 16-18)

Cold War Timeline Activity (15 mins)
Students will begin an illustrated timeline of the Cold War.
-Students will use their textbook, website resources to complete
assignment.
-Students can either use computers or copy paper to complete.
Must be neatly drawn or colored if not using computer. Students
will include the following on their timelines:

- The Yalta Conference USSR agreed to allow free
elections in Eastern Europe(2/1945)

- USSR takes Control of Eastern European Nations &
expands communism (1946)

- Truman Doctrine aimed to prevent the spread of
Communism through Containment (1947).

- Russian Blockade of East Berlin & US Berlin Airlift
(1948)

- The Marshall Plan (1948-1952) - US would provide
economic assistance to European nations dealing with
post war poverty to prevent revolution and spread of
communism.

- Soviets detonate their first atomic bomb (1949) making
them and the US the world’s super powers.

- The development of NATO (1949) treaty stating that if
any member is attacked by communist nation all
members would unite and fight.

- Mao takes control of China & spreads Communism
there (1949)

- Korean War pits Communist North vs. Democratic
South(1950)

- Warsaw Pact (1955) signed by Communist nations
stating they would aid each other if one is attacked by
the west (democratic nations).

- Spuknik 1 Launched by USSR & begins Space Race
(1957)

- Berlin Wall Built (1961)
- Bay of Pigs Invasion (1961) failed invasion of Cuba
- Cuban Missile Crisis (1962)

● Chapters in Brief 35



- Vietnam War (1965)
- SALT (Strategic Arms Limitation Treaty)Talks begin to

limit nuclear weapons between the USSR and America
eased tensions and the Cold War(1972)

- Mikhail Gorbachev becomes leader of USSR and begins
restructuring government to give more social and
economic freedom to Russian People (1985)

- Berlin wall comes down united East and West Germany
allowing democratic governments to form in Eastern
Europe (1989)

- The Soviet Union ceases to exist (1991) ending the Cold
War.

Closing Task: Shut down/Clean up: Cold War Venn (5 mins)
- Students will shut down and clean up their areas.
- Students will explain in 20 words. The political and

economic differences between the US and the USSR.

Day 26 & 27
(Computer Week)
Extend/Elaborate,
Evaluate

Objective of the Day: Students will understand the events that
led to the fall of the Iron Curtain and the end of the Cold War.

First-Up: Completion of Timeline activity, Cold War (45
mins)

- The Yalta Conference USSR agreed to allow free
elections in Eastern Europe(2/1945)

- USSR takes Control of Eastern European Nations &
expands communism (1946)

- Truman Doctrine aimed to prevent the spread of
Communism through Containment (1947).

- Russian Blockade of East Berlin & US Berlin Airlift
(1948)

- The Marshall Plan (1948-1952) - US would provide
economic assistance to European nations dealing with
post war poverty to prevent revolution and spread of
communism.

- Soviets detonate their first atomic bomb (1949) making
them and the US the world’s super powers.

- The development of NATO (1949) treaty stating that if
any member is attacked by communist nation all
members would unite and fight.

- Mao takes control of China & spreads Communism
there (1949)

- Korean War pits Communist North vs. Democratic
South(1950)

- Warsaw Pact (1955) signed by Communist nations
stating they would aid each other if one is attacked by
the west (democratic nations).

- Spuknik 1 Launched by USSR & begins Space Race
(1957)

- Berlin Wall Built (1961)
- Bay of Pigs Invasion (1961) failed invasion of Cuba
- Cuban Missile Crisis (1962)
- Vietnam War (1965)
- SALT (Strategic Arms Limitation Treaty)Talks begin to

limit nuclear weapons between the USSR and America
eased tensions and the Cold War(1972)

- Mikhail Gorbachev becomes leader of USSR and begins
restructuring government to give more social and
economic freedom to Russian People (1985)

● Timeline Activity



- Berlin wall comes down united East and West Germany
allowing democratic governments to form in Eastern
Europe (1989)

- The Soviet Union ceases to exist (1991) ending the Cold
War.

Closing Task: Review and finalize Timeline (5 mins).
- Students will finalize their Timelines for turn-in
- They will be sure that they have all required information

in chronological order in illustrated timeline.

Day 28
Explain/Elaborate

Objective of the Day: Student will understand the causes and
effects of Terrorism on the US and world.

First-Up: Independent Reading Activity, Global
Interdependence Chapter 34(15 mins)

- Students will understand the positive and negative
effects of advances in technology in the modern era.

- Students will also understand the root causes of
terrorism in the modern era, the effects of terrorist
attacks on the US and abroad, and the steps global
nations are taking to fight terrorism.

- In Drive (Globalization & Terrorism) *Chapter 36
questions and reading.

Video: Terrorism and Globalization in the 21st Century
(20mins)

- Students will complete video and questions on the
growing threat of terrorism and the positive and
negatives of globalization.

Interactive Review Maker: Kahootit! (10 mins)
- Students will use class 5th 6 weeks review guide and

notes to begin formulating questions to create a
Kahootit! review game for class.

- Students will make their games in partnered groups.

Closing Task: 20 Words (5 mins)
- Students will write on exit tickets explaining how they

are personally affected by globalization and terrorism.

● Chapters in Brief
● Video Terrorism and

Globalization.

Day  29
Elaborate/Evaluate

Objective of the Day: Students will review major topics in the
20th Century from the 5th 6 weeks lessons.

First-Up: Partnered Kahootit! Review Game Completion (40
mins)

- Students will work in partnered groups to create
Kahhootit! Review game based on their notes and exam
review.

- Students must have 25 questions for their games.
- Questions can only come from the 5th 6 weeks

● Laptop Cart
● Quiz

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0B4ZRz1imbTKNeU5FWWVnRjRxWm8?resourcekey=0-ya70cuM7_i1GyEz_g1vkEg
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1NjNdRTcU6V_T8qPU50gs95uHpCj66acJLF6ztOr3Hv0/edit
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1NjNdRTcU6V_T8qPU50gs95uHpCj66acJLF6ztOr3Hv0/edit


Closing Task: Mini-Quiz: 5th 6 Weeks (10 mins)
- Students will be given a mini multiple choice quiz of the

5th 6 weeks curriculum.
- This will be used as a benchmark to assess the

retention of the materials learned in class.

Day 30
Evaluate

Objective of the Day: Students will compete in class review
games created to assess and quiz curriculum from 5th 6 weeks.

First-Up: Exam III- The 20th Century at Glance (30 mins)
- Student will complete 5th 6-weeks comprehensive class

exam.
- Exam will cover World War I through Globalization and

Terrorism in the 21st Century.

Enrichment Activity and Review (15 mins)
- Teacher will present teacher made Kahootit! game as

review for the 5th 6 Weeks Test.

Closing Task: Partnered Review (5 mins)
- Students will work in pairs and use the World History

trading cards they made to review or quiz each other.

● Exam III
● Teacher made

Kahootit! interactive
game

● Student made
trading cards
(World History)

Day 31
Extend/Elaborate

Objective of the Day: Students will review the major people
and events of the 20th Century that shaped the modern era.

First up: 20th Century White Board Word Collage  (25 mins)
- Students will work in partnered groups to come up with

a Name, Event, or Word that represent a major 20th

Century event that has shaped the modern world we live
in today.

- Students will use an index card to write down the word,
name, or event on one side and on the lined side they
will explain why the word, event, or name is important to
remember in understanding its impact on the world
today.

- Name, event, work MUST be something we learned in
class.

- Student will then use dry erase markers to draw the
word, name, or event on the board.

- Cannot have duplicates (So teacher can erase after
each class or challenge other classes to find another
event, word, or name).

Student Created Review: Kahootit! (20 mins)
- Students will begin presenting their partnered Kahootit!

games to the class for whole class review.

Closing Task: What if? Exit Cards (5 mins)
- Students will write on exit cards their answers to the

following question:
If you could change one event in the 20th century
that you believe would make life better in the future,
what would it be and why? (20 words)

● Kahootit! review
game

●



Day 32
Extend/Elaborate

Objective of the Day: Students will review for 6 weeks exams.

First- Up: Preparation of Reviews (5 mins)
- Students will login and pull up review games for review.

Kahootit! Review Games (40 mins)
- Students will present and play review games in

preparation of 6 weeks test.

Closing Task: Partnered Quiz (5 mins)
- Students in partnered groups will review notes and

trading cards in preparation of 6 weeks test.

● Student made
Kahootit! games

Day 33
Evaluate

Objective of the Day: Students will complete 6 weeks test.

5th 6 Weeks Test (50 mins)
- Students will be given entire class period to complete 6

weeks test.

● 6 weeks testing
materials.

Day 34
Evaluate

Objective of the day: Make up 6 weeks test day.

5th 6 Weeks Test (50 mins)
Students will be given entire class period to complete 6 weeks
test.

NOTE: Students that have already completed 6 weeks test will
begin reading review covering first 5 6weeks curriculum.

- If all students completed exam, then we will class review
6 weeks test.

● 6 weeks testing
materials

Accommodations
for Special
Populations

Accommodations for instruction will be provided as stated on each student’s (IEP)
Individual Education Plan for special education, 504, at risk, and ESL/Bilingual.


